
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Country 
   Whatever the past of your country is… you'd better study it, and
know for yourself that you have to be just different. All these
things are to be studied, and understood, that… what we have to do
for our country, is to get out of it completely, first of all - like the
lotus out of the mire… to rise higher than the rest of them… to give
them a proper lead. If you are the light in the darkness, you have to
be brilliant… and not dark… and you have to give light in the dark-
ness… to the dark… and not take the dark upon yourself (840902) 
   Like if your country has been cunning, then you should be inno-
cent… if you come from the romantic clan, you have to be extremely
pure. Some are comfort loving… they should  get out of that… some
are pleasure loving… some are tempted with women, and men, and
drinking and all that… you should completely give up and come out of
it. There are deeper sins we have of cunningness, of aggressiveness,
of slyness; If your country is racist, then you have to become abso-
lutely a person completely integrated (840902) 
   I feel the whole West suffers from one simple disease… that is
they do not know how to respect anyone… with their ego, they want
to judge everyone, and condemn everyone… so get out of it, and tell
yourself 'I don't know anything' (840902) 
   One has to understand that now we have come out of all manmade
things… like manmade countries. We do not belong to America, or
England, or India… we belong to the Kingdom of God. In the Univer-
sal Country we have come… now we've become Universal Beings
(880921) 
   Shiva tolerates a lot of nonsense, because he is fond of forgiving…
and Vishnu tries to play, or to punish, or to kill… but Ganesh Tattwa
has no compromise of any kind, and when Christ is going to come in
the Ekadesha Rudra form… there will be no compromise, no Mataji,
no crying, no argument, nothing… Shri Ganesha himself will throw
people into Hell… so be careful on that (840902) 

- Jai Shri Mataji - 
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